New from Oxford

11. Rheumatology for GPs
H. L. F. Currey and Sally Hull
A succinct, systematic account of modern rheumatology, giving a practical guide to the management of the common rheumatological disorders, including instructions on giving injections, the use of drugs, physiotherapy, and simple appliances.
0 19 261657 9, 300 pp., illus., September 1987, paperback £15

12. Women’s Problems in General Practice
Edited by Ann McPherson
For the second edition, the contributors have made substantial revisions to their entries, and there are now new chapters on drink problems, and women and smoking.
0 19 261571 8, 450 pp., illus., November 1987, paperback £16

2. A Basic Formulary for General Practice
G. B. Grant, D. A. Gregory and T. D. Van Zwanenberg
This basic general practice formulary with about 150 drugs provides adequate, appropriate, and economic drug treatment for 90 per cent of patients encountered in practice.
0 19 261616 1, 88 pp., June 1987, paperback £2.95

Other New Titles from Oxford . . .

The Management of Leg Ulcers
Terence J. Ryan
This first aid manual describes the principles of management at every stage, giving checklists of differential diagnosis, and numerous diagrams and photographs showing how to apply dressings and bandages.
0 19 261663 3, 112 pp., illus., May 1987, paperback £8.95

Neuromuscular Diseases
Jaap Bethlem and Charlotte E. Knobout
Contemporary writing on neuromuscular diseases is spread over a large number of specialist journals, or contained in large and expensive volumes. This book remedies the situation by providing a concise yet complete description of the clinical signs and symptoms of these diseases.
0 19 261586 6, 168 pp., illus., June 1987, paperback £9.95

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties
J. A. B. Collier and J. M. Longmore
This is the sequel to the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine. It has been written primarily for those taking up their first responsibilities in the major specialties of clinical medicine, whether as a clinical student, a junior doctor, or a trainee general practitioner.
0 19 261621 8, 800 pp. (half blank for notes), illus., August 1987, flexicover £8.95

Medical Care and the General Practitioner 1750–1850
Irvine Loudon
Based largely on manuscript sources, this study deals with the rank-and-file practitioners: the surgeon-apothecaries of the eighteenth century and their successors, the general practitioners of the early nineteenth.
0 19 822793 0, 420 pp., Clarendon Press, 1986 £30

A new idea in health education . . .

The Diary of a Teenage Health Freak
Aidan Macfarlane and Ann McPherson
‘A new book for teenagers answers all those awkward questions with a touch of wit . . . John Astrop’s illustrations are delightful . . . The strength of the book, which has similarities to Adrian Mole in tone . . . is that, as a source of information, it is accessible and persuasive.’ The Daily Telegraph
0 19 217781 3, 176 pp., illus., April 1987 £9.95
0 19 260063 6, Oxford Paperbacks £2.50
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